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    Abstract

        
            Historically, residential energy and carbon saving efforts have targeted conventional end uses such as water heating, lighting and refrigeration. The emergence of new household appliances has transformed energy use from a few large and easily identifiable end uses into a broad array of ''miscellaneous'' energy services. This group of so called miscellaneous appliances has been a major contributor to growth in electricity demand in the past two decades. We use industry shipment data, lifetimes, and wattage and usage estimates of over 90 individual products to construct a bottom-up end use model (1976-2010). The model is then used to analyze historical and forecasted growth trends, and to identify the largest individual products within the miscellaneous end use. We also use the end use model to identify and analyze policy priorities. Our forecast projects that over the period 1996 to 2010, miscellaneous consumption will increase 115 TWh, accounting for over 90 percent of future residential electricity growth. A large portion of this growth will be due to halogen torchiere lamps and consumer electronics, making these two components of miscellaneous electricity a particularly fertile area for efficiency programs. Approximately 20 percent (40 TWh) of residential miscellaneous electricity is ''leaking electricity'' or energy consumedmore » by appliances when they are not performing their principal function. If the standby power of all appliances with a standby mode is reduced to one watt, the potential energy savings equal 21 TWh/yr, saving roughly $1-2 billion annually.« less
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                    Miscellaneous electricity use in U.S. homes

                    
                        Conference
                            Sanchez, M; Koomey, J; Moezzi, M; ... 
                            

                    Historically, residential energy and carbon saving efforts have targeted conventional end uses such as water heating, lighting and refrigeration. The emergence of new household appliances has transformed energy use from a few large and easily identifiable end uses into a broad array of miscellaneous energy services. This group of so called miscellaneous appliances has been a major contributor to growth in electricity demand in the past two decades. The authors use industry shipment data, lifetimes, and wattage and usage estimates of over 90 individual product types to construct a bottom-up end use model (1976--2010). The model is then used tomore » analyze historical and forecasted growth trends, and to identify the largest individual products within the miscellaneous end use. The authors also use the end use model to identify and analyze policy priorities. They forecast projects that over the period 1996 to 2010, miscellaneous consumption will increase 115 TWh, accounting for over 90% of future residential electricity growth. A large portion of this growth will be due to halogen torchiere lamps and consumer electronics, making these two components of miscellaneous electricity a particularly fertile area for efficiency programs. Approximately 20% (40 TWh) of residential miscellaneous electricity is leaking electricity or energy consumed by appliances when they are not performing their principal function. If the standby power of all appliances with a standby mode is reduced to one watt, the potential energy savings equal 21 TWh/yr, saving roughly $1--2 billion dollars annually.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Analysis of Potential Energy Saving and CO2 Emission Reduction of Home Appliances and Commercial Equipments in China

                    
                        Conference
                            Zhou, Nan; Fridley, David; McNeill, Michael; ... 
                            

                    China is now the world's largest producer and consumer of household appliances and commercial equipment. To address the growth of electricity use of the appliances, China has implemented a series of minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) for 30 appliances, and voluntary energy efficiency label for 40 products. Further, in 2005, China started a mandatory energy information label that covers 19 products to date. However, the impact of these standard and labeling programs and their savings potential has not been evaluated on a consistent basis. This research involved modeling to estimate the energy saving and CO{sub 2} emission reduction potential ofmore » the appliances standard and labeling program for products for which standards are currently in place, or under development and those proposed for development in 2010. Two scenarios that have been developed differ primarily in the pace and stringency of MEPS development. The 'Continued Improvement Scenario' (CIS) reflects the likely pace of post-2009 MEPS revisions, and the likely improvement at each revision step considering the technical limitation of the technology. The 'Best Practice Scenario' (BPS) examined the potential of an achievement of international best practice MEPS in 2014. This paper concludes that under the 'CIS' of regularly scheduled MEPS revisions to 2030, cumulative electricity consumption could be reduced by 9503 TWh, and annual CO{sub 2} emissions would be 16% lower than in the frozen efficiency scenario. Under a 'BPS' scenario for a subset of products, cumulative electricity savings would be 5450 TWh and annual CO{sub 2} emissions reduction would be 35% lower than in the frozen scenario.« less
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                    Assessment of Energy Efficiency Improvement and CO2 Emission Reduction Potentials in India's Cement Industry

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Morrow, III, William; Hasanbeigi, Ali; Xu, Tengfang
                            

                    India’s cement industry is the second largest in the world behind China with annual cement production of 168 Mt in 2010 which accounted for slightly greater than six percent of the world’s annual cement production in the same year. To produce that amount of cement, the industry consumed roughly 700 PJ of fuel and 14.7 TWh of electricity. We identified and analyzed 22 energy efficiency technologies and measures applicable to the processes in the Indian cement industry. The Conservation Supply Curve (CSC) used in this study is an analytical tool that captures both the engineering and the economic perspectives ofmore » energy conservation. Using a bottom-up electricity CSC model and compared to an electricity price forecast the cumulative cost-effective plant-level electricity savings potential for the Indian cement industry for 2010- 2030 is estimated to be 83 TWh, and the cumulative plant-level technical electricity saving potential is 89 TWh during the same period. The grid-level CO2 emissions reduction associated with cost-effective electricity savings is 82 Mt CO2 and the electric grid-level CO2 emission reduction associated with technical electricity saving potential is 88 Mt CO2. Compared to a fuel price forecast, an estimated cumulative cost-effective fuel savings potential of 1,029 PJ with associated CO2 emission reduction of 97 Mt CO2 during 2010-2030 is possible. In addition, a sensitivity analysis with respect to the discount rate used is conducted to assess the effect of changes in this parameter on the results. The result of this study gives a comprehensive and easy to understand perspective to the Indian cement industry and policy makers about the energy efficiency potential and its associated cost over the next twenty years.« less
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                    Progress towards Managing Residential Electricity Demand: Impacts of Standards and Labeling for Refrigerators and Air Conditioners in India

                    
                        Conference
                            McNeil, Michael; Iyer, Maithili
                            

                    The development of Energy Efficiency Standards and Labeling (EES&L) began in earnest in India in 2001 with the Energy Conservation Act and the establishment of the Indian Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE). The first main residential appliance to be targeted was refrigerators, soon to be followed by room air conditioners. Both of these appliances are of critical importance to India's residential electricity demand. About 15percent of Indian households own a refrigerator, and sales total about 4 million per year, but are growing. At the same time, the Indian refrigerator market has seen a strong trend towards larger and more consumptivemore » frost-free units. Room air conditioners in India have traditionally been sold to commercial sector customers, but an increasing number are going to the residential sector. Room air conditioner sales growth in India peaked in the last few years at 20percent per year. In this paper, we perform an engineering-based analysis using data specific to Indian appliances. We evaluate costs and benefits to residential and commercial sector consumers from increased equipment costs and utility bill savings. The analysis finds that, while the BEE scheme presents net benefits to consumers, there remain opportunities for efficiency improvement that would optimize consumer benefits, according to Life Cycle Cost analysis. Due to the large and growing market for refrigerators and air conditioners in India, we forecast large impacts from the standards and labeling program as scheduled. By 2030, this program, if fully implemented would reduce Indian residential electricity consumption by 55 TWh. Overall savings through 2030 totals 385 TWh. Finally, while efficiency levels have been set for several years for refrigerators, labels and MEPS for these products remain voluntary. We therefore consider the negative impact of this delay of implementation to energy and financial savings achievable by 2030.« less
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                    Market Assessment of Computers and Miscellaneous Equipment in the Commerical Sector : Final Report.

                    
                        Technical Report

                    Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) retained BR Associates, Inc. to conduct a study of plug loads'' in the commercial sector. The goals of this study were to quantify the magnitude and rate of growth of consumption due to miscellaneous equipment, identify the market trends that affect miscellaneous consumption, and identify possible conservation opportunities for miscellaneous equipment. This study focuses on computers and miscellaneous equipment'' (CME) in eight commercial building types: large office, small office, large dry goods retail, small dry goods retail, grocery, restaurant, hotel/motel and school. The CME category includes electrical equipment that does not contribute to any of themore » major process loads in a commercial building (this excludes HVAC, overhead lighting and water heat in all buildings, refrigeration in groceries and cooking in restaurants). Most, but not all, of CME falls into the Miscellaneous'' or Other'' end use in a commercial end use forecasting model, and most, but not all, of CME is typically plugged into receptacles. The study consists of analysis of data from BPA's End-Use Load and Consumer Assessment Project (ELCAP) and other sources, literature searches, interviews with equipment vendors, engineers, and market analysts, and an expert review process. The greatest potential for CME conservation lies in the incorporation of energy-saving laptop computer technology (e.g. chips that are less power-intensive and components that automatically shut off when not in use) into desktop personal computers, and in the widespread use of an effective energy-saving mode on copying machines. 98 refs., 6 figs., 40 tabs.« less
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